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A B S T R A C T

In today’s complex engineered systems, comprising a multitude of interacting components, preserving system
performance is of utmost importance. The challenge often lies in effectively prioritizing components with the
highest potential to compromise system reliability, mainly when human interaction with technical artefacts
is not negligible. This study proposes a systemic methodology for pragmatic reliability management within
human–machine systems. The proposed approach combines a rule-based adaptation of the well-established
Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) with a probabilistic Fault Tree Analysis (FTA).
Furthermore, the technical considerations are seamlessly integrated into a human-centric analysis, utilizing
the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk – Human Reliability Analysis (SPAR-H). The proposed decision-support
methodology is instantiated through Monte Carlo simulations to account for stochastic phenomena and
uncertain operating conditions. The effectiveness and practicality of the proposed approach are elucidated
through a case study involving a high-reliability system, specifically a high-mobility multi-wheeled vehicle. This
study demonstrates the step-by-step application of the proposed approach and its implications in challenging
operating scenarios, reaffirming its potential to enhance reliability management within human–machine
systems.
. Introduction

The relevance of a consistent reliability management strategy has
een nowadays recognized and widely accepted for any industrial asset.
ystems must be designed in a way that ensures reaching acceptable
evels of performance: besides operational levels, both reliability and
isk cover crucial aspects to ensure business continuity and safety.
ith respect to reliability, a robust initial product design should be

ntegrated by continuous observations with the ultimate goal to develop
reventive and mitigation maintenance strategies for the system at
and [1]. Technical artefacts require a precise estimation of reliability
n a relevant time moment t, under certain operating conditions, for

specified mission time interval. Systems involving human opera-
ors require even additional assessments, considering cognitive and
sycho-physiological characteristics [2].

Technical reliability assessments usually rely on well-established
ethods such as Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Fault
ree Analysis (FTA), Event Tree Analysis (ETA) [3]. These latter have
een applied widely to manage human errors as well, in line with an
nterpretation of errors as situations in which a planned task sequence
ails to accomplish its intended outcome. The field of Human Reliability
nalysis (HRA) suggests additional methods capable of addressing the
ole of a human operator and the respective probability of human

∗ Correspondence to: Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Sapienza University of Rome, Via Eudossiana, 18 00184, Rome, Italy.
E-mail address: riccardo.patriarca@uniroma1.it (R. Patriarca).

error [4]. Several approaches across three so-called generations of
HRA methods have been proposed over years, to name a few: THERP
(Technique for Human Error-Rate Prediction), ATHEANA (A Technique
for Human Event Analysis), SPAR-H (Standardized Plant Analysis Risk
- HRA), etc. [5] Regardless of their specific analytical nature, the
ultimate purpose of any HRA approach consists of identifying the
reliability of a human operator with respect to a task they have to
conduct, and then integrate it in the failure analysis.

Whereas a FMEA provides an overview on possible single failure
modes, an FTA can provide a quantitative appraisal for the chain of
events that can lead to failure in individual failure analysis. Such
techno-centric reliability analysis usually starts with the failure analysis
of a specific component for which it is possible to assign credible
reliability scores, in light of (e.g.) mechanical, physical or chemical
parameters [6]. These reliability values can be used to evaluate system’s
reliability, through analytical steps with varying degrees of complica-
tion [7]. Extending the reliability analysis towards human agents, the
reliability calculation is expected to reflect human propension to error,
possibly influenced by operating and environmental conditions [8].

When coming to decision-making in real scenarios, the identifi-
cation of critical components and their impact on system reliability
can become puzzling [9,10]. This difficulty increases in complicated
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systems that are made up of several tightly interconnected technical
artefacts, where punctual assessments on failure modes must be coher-
ently managed to ensure a holistic appraisal. When human actions are
involved, the appraisal should be complemented with a human-centric
perspective [11].

On these premises, this manuscript aims to define a systemic reliability
engineering methodology to account for both technical failures and human
operations for the identification of critical elements in an engineered system.

The manuscript defines a combined technical-human research
methodology for pragmatical management of system reliability to
inform decision-makers. The integration of a techno-centric perspective
(encompassing FMECA and FTA) with a human-centred dimension of
analysis (via SPAR-H) is actualized through a Monte Carlo simulation
to capture stochastic phenomena by means of combinatorial modelling.
The proposed methodology is expected to be usable for any industrial
asset, but it acquires relevance especially for systems exposed to highly
demanding and uncertain conditions, and whose reliability target levels
are usually high. On this basis, the methodology has been presented
both a theoretical level, and through a case study referred to a High Mo-
bility Multi-Wheeled Vehicle (HMMVEE, also called HUMVEE), which
can be employed in war, peacekeeping, or other cargo transportation
scenarios that require high reliability. On this path, while the focus
of the analysis could span over multiple types of human tasks, the
proposed methodology refers to exploring post-failure maintenance and
operations as performed by human operators. The normative dimension
(how things should be, i.e. methodological steps) of this objective
is indeed emphasized over a detailed numerical presentation of the
results to stress the methodological contribution proposed. On the other
hand, punctual numerical values have been omitted in order not to
compromise the sensitivity and confidentiality of data, yet offering
exemplary results wherever relevant.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some background on the methods used in this manuscript,
proving their previous usage and significance in systemic reliability
management. Section 3 details the steps of the proposed methodology,
then applied in practice in Section 4. The final section summarizes the
outcomes of the study and propose future research directions.

2. Literature review

Systemic reliability assessment for modern engineered systems
should span over both technical and human aspects. Several methods
have been proposed over time for technical reliability, where the
most common ones refer to FMEA and FTA (cf. IEC 60812:2018,
IEC 61025:2006). On the other hand, HRA comprises a wide variety
of methods for human-related reliability assessment. This section de-
scribes some relevant contributions which can be used to ground the
methodology proposed in this paper.

2.1. Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis

A milestone in reliability engineering has been set by the introduc-
tion of the FMEA, firstly developed as a design methodology in the 1949
by US Army to study problems related to military systems [12]. It was
soon extended to include a criticality analysis, updating its acronym
as FMECA (Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis), with the
purpose of facilitating the identification of critical failure modes, causes
and effects of different component failures [13]. The identification
usually relies on a criticality assessment carried out through the de-
velopment of a Risk Priority Number (RPN). The RPN is traditionally
based on three risk factors, linked to severity (S), occurrence (O), and
detectability (D), calculated to prioritize the failure modes deserving
further investigation and dedicated management approaches. These
risk factors are usually expressed into an expert-based 5- (or 10-) points
Likert scale, whose selected values are then multiplied to obtain a

synthetic RPN score [14].
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Previous literature on the topic has however highlighted some
criticalities in this assessment process [15]. As a first observation, the
elicitation of factors is inherently subject to experts’ bias, so a robust set
of criteria is requested to facilitate consistent scoring. Then, it is worth
noticing that the RPN obtained in this way is not a continuous function,
causing possible mis-interpretation between different values [16]. Nev-
ertheless, different evaluations of Severity, Occurrence, Detectability
may lead to identical RPN values, compromising some interpretative
knowledge as well [17]. Based on these observations, over recent years,
the application of the FMECA has been largely reconsidered, mainly
by means of dedicated mathematical programming, artificial intelli-
gence approaches and multi-criteria decision making techniques [15].
All these techniques showed their validity under specific operating
conditions, still creating concern when trying to bridge the gap between
pure research and practice [12]. In particular, FMECA approaches have
been criticized for their high level of subjectivity, being the results
highly influenced by the analysts’ judgements; as well as risk to have
only incomplete set of identified failure modes, with emphasis on
capturing especially the less frequent ones. Additional concerns refer to
its static nature, requiring a lengthy time-consuming continuous update
over time which limits the possibility to capture evolving risks in a
systematic manner [18]. These concerns have been discussed over time,
with scholars attempting integrated FMECA assessment to deal with
high-risk and volatile scenarios (e.g., recently: cloud model theory [19]
or best-worst methods [20]).

From a decision-making point of view, it remains helpful to adopt a
more pragmatic solution, as the one identified by the adoption of logic
rules for failure assessment. This choice implies that a set of conditional
rules can replace the RPN mathematical product, largely criticized
for RPN calculations [17]. In literature, several authors reflected on
this aspect, proposing different systems for defining rules. One of the
earliest approach in this area [21] proposes to set fuzzy if-then rules
capable of fuzzify crisp ratings for Severity, Occurrence, Detectability
into continuous scales to explore the full region of rule statements.
Since then, this kind of logic has been adopted in various domains
and at various granularity levels [22], from detailed product design
towards larger scale architectures [23]. Nevertheless, the application
of a fuzzy approach still demands time-consuming tasks, and requires
a non-trivial analytical understanding about the inherent analytical
steps for fuzzification/defuzzification [24]. Therefore, based on the
same logic, simpler if-then logic rules can be constructed to relate
different sets of Severity, Occurrence, Detectability for the generation of
a RPN score. These constructs make the rule-based approach even more
applicable by operators who do not have a specific background in fuzzy
theory. The specific RPN that can be obtained remains more robust
than traditional mathematical products, and at the same time, more
interpretable by practitioners [25]. Using the rule-based calculation for
RPN, it becomes thus possible to isolate the failure modes with the
highest detrimental potential for system performance.

2.2. Fault tree analysis and dynamic fault tree analysis

Even considering more recent versions of the FMECA, they still do
not offer a complete understanding of the failure mechanisms, as sub-
jectivity and systematisms are not inherently built within the method,
especially when a component decomposition is required [26]. For
this purpose, the FMECA has been frequently integrated with another
reliability method, the FTA [27], also in a recursive manner. This latter
allows building logical and temporal relationships among different
failures [28]. The FTA is a widely applied deductive failure analysis
which focuses on identifying negative events. Since its development in
1970s, the FTA has been used to determine the various combinations
of hardware and software – sometimes being extended to human errors
– that could generate undesired events [29]. Relying on a graph-
ical representation, it supports combinatorial reliability assessments

through logic ports that formally describe a directed acyclic graph
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(DAG) consisting of two types of nodes: events and gates [30]. Within
the FTA, the usage of stochastic measures allows dealing with uncer-
tain operating conditions [31]. Dynamicity has been used to model
temporal failure behaviours, such as priority failure settings, sequence
enforcing failures, functional dependent failures [32]. These dynamic
FTA (DFTA) are currently widespread fore reliability assessment and
risk management of industrial systems with temporal constrained be-
haviours [33,34]. The decomposability by FTA allows a flexible logic
approach, supporting the analysis at different system levels and through
different types of components [35]. Specific Monte Carlo simulations
have been developed in literature for both continuous-time models and
qualitative analysis, or single-time models, facilitating the management
of stochastic settings within FTA and DFTA [34,36].

Even though some authors suggest performing both FMECA and FTA
separately to expand the number of failure modes [37], a higher value
has been recognized in case of a complementary approach [26]. The
combined approach suggests to extend the results of the FMECA with
the ones from FTA, or vice versa [38]. While both integrating directions
are possible [39], when dealing with complicated systems, the FMECA
then FTA logic might be preferable to reduce the burden on analysts.
One can indeed firstly perform the FMECA to prioritize a set of failure
modes at a component level, which are then explored in detail through
the FTA [40].

2.3. Standardized plant analysis risk - HRA

Both FMECA and FTA have been priorly used to model human error
[41]. Traditionally a human error can be ascribed to be a cause, or
it can be further decomposed through dedicated logic ports to further
encompass a plethora of sub-factors (e.g. mental workload, physical
stress, complexity of tasks, etc.) [42,43]. However, such perspective
hardly captures the real complexity of an operator’s psychophysiologi-
cal conditions, which indeed require other types of modelling approach
that consider human error as a symptom of a system’s failure prescribed
by more recent HRA methods [44]. This type of logic overcomes the
limitations of using generic tables such as the ones in IEC 61511–3
that include standard human error probability [45]. For the majority
of tasks, there is no previous recorded tests, or any functional under-
standing of human contribution to an accident sequence [46]. More
recent HRA methods aims to fill this open gap, addressing potential
human contribution to undesired events in a systematic and structured
manner. The majority of HRA methods has been originally developed
in the nuclear industry, following the pioneering work described in
the WASH-1400 report [47]. Since the early HRA development, the
first and most established HRA method, the THERP investigated human
potential towards the development of specific performance shaping
factors (PSFs), which are meant to describe the probability associated
with human error [48]. One of the most recurring techniques, inspired
by THERP, is SPAR-H, which refines and extends the treatment of the
PSFs [49]. The SPAR-H method was initially developed to support the
modelling of human performance at nuclear power plants [50], but
it has been subsequently applied in other domains (e.g. oil and gas
industry [51], process plants [52], surgical theatres [53]), discussing
the need and role of different PSFs. It is worth noticing the pragmat-
ical research dimension of SPAR-H aligned with the purpose of this
research, as emphasized by an application in drilling operations that
shows its positive impact for decision-makers [54]. The ultimate pur-
pose of SPAR-H consists of defining a probability for human inability
to correctly perform a certain task. This definition is task-specific, and
influenced by operating and environmental conditions in which the
operator is working [55]. The isolation of human tasks to be inves-
tigated via SPAR-H becomes a challenge for modelling. Additionally,
each task should be studied in relation to the variables affecting other
activities, to generate a coherent yet representative models of actual
system performance.
3

2.4. The rationale for a technical-human integrated approach

In a systems-theoretic perspective, while SPAR-H has been docu-
mented to be useful for modelling diverse human errors, there is limited
evidence of its methodological integration into other techno-centric
analyses. This systemic integration is crucial to generate cost-effective
and representative analyses of man-machine systems, as suggested
by (e.g.) NASA man-machine integration design and analysis system
(MIDAS) [56].

To this extent, in this manuscript we argue that human reliability
values obtained through SPAR-H can complement pure technical re-
liability assessment derived by FMECA-FTA. This integration should
lead to the calculation of man-machine system reliability considering
a complex set of intertwined variables that acknowledge: (i) criticality
levels (FMECA), (ii) dynamicity and combinatoriality (DFTA), along
with (iii) human performance (SPAR-H). In turn, the usage of SPAR-
H is here expanded by means of a modern socio-technical modelling
techniques to delineate more precisely the tasks to be investigated.
Among modern techniques for socio-technical modelling, the FRAM
(Functional Resonance Analysis Method) [57] represents a viable al-
ternative to capture human, technical, and organizational aspects of
work.

Based on these observations, the research question of this paper is
answered by developing of a multi-method approach that integrates a
bottom-up FMECA, with a top-down FTA, where this latter is further ex-
tended towards an explicit assessment of human reliability, via SPAR-H
and FRAM.

3. Methodology

This section describes the proposed methodology from a theoretical
point of view, proposing firstly the FMECA, specialized through a sys-
tem analysis and a systematic rule-based criticality assessment. Then,
it suggests the adoption of the FTA, which relies on SPAR-H to assess
human reliability (Fig. 1). Note that specific observations are proposed
about the adoption of a stochastic calculation based on Monte Carlo
simulation to fully capture stochastic conditions, even in case of limited
data available. Monte Carlo simulation is used here as it relies on the
generation of random samples from specific probability distributions
to fully represent the inherent uncertainties into the system variables.
By sampling data from these distributions, a Monte Carlo simulation
is able to capture the range and probability of potential values for
each input variable, thus modelling relationships between variables,
via aggregation of results over multiple iterations, essentially numer-
ically integrating the system’s behaviour by averaging or summing the
outcomes of each random sample [58].

To ensure the successful application of the methodology, all steps
were executed with the agreement and participation of six selected
experts with large experience in maintenance operations. Among them,
two operators and the maintenance manager possessed a wealth of
knowledge gained from their extensive involvement in HUMVEE op-
erations, while the maintenance engineer and the two maintenance
researchers brought diverse expertise from their work across various
sectors. Table 1 provides additional details, offering a snapshot of
the distinctive roles, experience levels in maintenance operations, and
sector-specific backgrounds of the selected experts:

3.1. Prioritizing the failure modes: FMECA

The adoption of the FMECA includes two steps. The first step pro-
ides a complete failure analysis for relevant systems/sub-systems. The
econd step analyzes specific failure modes for criticality assessment:
ntegrating severity, repeatability, and detectability evaluations, it al-
ows a clear identification and comparison of relevant failure modes.
ll information on the system and its missions should be considered as
knowledge base for the next steps.
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Fig. 1. Methodology overview.
Table 1
Experts involved in the study.

Expert ID Role Years of experience Sector

E-1 Maintenance engineer 8 Industrial plants, Automotive
E-2 Maintenance manager 10 HUMVEE
E-3 Maintenance researcher 12 Industrial plants, automotive
E-4 Maintenance researcher 10 Industrial plants, aerospace
E-5 Maintenance operator 10 HUMVEE
E-6 Maintenance operator 14 HUMVEE
(
t
o
v
i

The first step includes three tasks: the priority focus, the technical
decomposition, and the failure analysis.

The priority focus consists of a Pareto analysis on the sub-systems
considering the frequency of all maintenance works (repairs and over-
hauls). Since the breakdown into sub-systems for step 1 and its full
analysis of failure modes is a complicated and time-consuming task,
it remains significant just for those sub-systems playing a relevant
role for system reliability (e.g., being involved in several previous
maintenance works). The Pareto analysis on historic failure frequency
allows a rough cut on the sub-systems to be prioritized. This technique
has been recognized suitable in reliability management in literature
 s

4

[59]. Both constructor and maintenance personnel are involved in this
step because both roles contribute to create such a knowledge base
(e.g., the failure severity, warranty agreements, the place and time of
the fault, the need for a fast repair).

The technical decomposition is the traditional breakdown of the
prioritized) sub-systems and basic technical components. The construc-
or is engaged to define the indenture of these items, using the bill
f materials, CAD (Computer Aided Design) models, and exploded-
iew drawings of each system. Mechanical handbooks support the
dentification of failure modes for the mechanical components in the
ystem.
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Table 2
Severity assessment scheme.

Antecedent Conclusions

Safety Mission target Mean time to repair Cost Severity level

Safety issue Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant 9
No safety issue Mission abort Irrelevant Irrelevant 7
No safety issue Mission not compromised MTTR>𝑇cutoff Irrelevant 5
No safety issue Mission not compromised MTTR<𝑇cutoff Cost>𝐶cutoff 3
No safety issue Mission not compromised MTTR<𝑇cutoff Cost<𝐶cutoff 1

Failure out of scope 0
Table 3
Occurrence assessment.

Probability of occurrence Occurrence class Occurrence level

Greater than 0.20 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time interval Frequent 9
More than 0.10 but less than 0.20 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating tine Reasonably probable 7
More than 0.01 but less than 0.10 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time Occasional 5
More than 0.001 but less than 0.01 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time Remote 3
Less than 0.001 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time. Extremely unlikely 1
The failure analysis describes each failure mode with its mission,
istorical recorded or expected causes and effects. This stage involves
oth constructor personnel, maintenance technicians, and users to en-
ure a comprehensive multi-perspective knowledge gathering from all
he agents involved in the product’s life cycle (i.e., the design process,
he repair activities, or the everyday usage, also considering its real
ission environments).

The second step starts from the specific knowledge about failure
odes and provides a criticality comparison, enhancing the canonical
⋅ O ⋅ D approach. The expected output of this step consists of a

ist of the most critical failure modes in the system. At this stage, a
edicated calculation procedure has been developed to ensure a formal
nd reliable analysis of each index.

The severity assessment considers a multi-criteria quantitative
cale to estimate the expected drawbacks, with a set of criteria ranked
n decreasing order of significance, starting with safety issue, level
f operability degradation (mission target), time to repair, and costs
Table 2).

Some reflections on the severity levels can be added to clarify
he extent and validity of the proposed assumptions for post-failure
ssessments.

– Any occupational safety issue (a minor or serious injury, or even
death) acquires the highest severity level. Other dimensions such
as repair time, or cost, as well as mission target become irrelevant.

– Time to repair is accounted for severity via the mean time to
repair (MTTR) value, i.e., the average of the total time to re-
store the required function considering the transportation time
(i.e., the time to bring the system to the maintenance centre or the
maintainer to the system), the inspection time, the diagnosis time,
the spare parts supply time, and the intervention time. MTTR
measures the complete system’s downtime after a failure. The
severity estimation needs a cut-off value (Tcutoff , cfr. Table 2),
which is dependent on the system at hand.

– The maintenance cost is obtained as the sum of the labour cost,
spare parts cost, and logistics cost. Even in this case, it is expected
to have a cut-off value (Ccutoff , cfr. Table 2) which depends on the
system at hand.

– A failure is out of scope in the analysis if, regardless of the con-
sequences on the system, it is caused by factors not attributable
to the system, (e.g.) external maintenance operations, incorrect
driving.

The occurrence calculation uses historic data from maintenance cen-
tres, as well as assistance by the constructor to calculate the frequency
of occurrences for each failure mode. The probability of occurrence
levels are defined as frequent, reasonably probable, occasional, remote,
5

Table 4
Detectability antecedent-conclusion assessment (extract).

Antecedent Conclusion

Devices Time Inspection Warnings Detectability level

Yes 1 Yes Yes 1
Yes 3 Yes Yes 3
Yes 5 Yes Yes 3
Yes 7 Yes Yes 3
No 1 Yes Yes 3
No 3 Yes Yes 3
No 5 Yes Yes 3
No 7 Yes Yes 5
No 1 Yes Yes 5
No 3 Yes Yes 5
No 5 Yes Yes 5
Yes 1 Yes No 3
Yes 3 Yes No 3
Yes 5 Yes No 3
Yes 7 Yes No 3
No 1 Yes No 3
No 3 Yes No 5
No 5 Yes No 5
No 7 Yes No 5
No 1 Yes No 5
No 7 Yes No 7
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

extremely unlikely, referring to the MIL-STD-1629 A [60] (Table 3). As
for the previous dimensions, fine-tuning of the thresholds have been
proposed by the six experts involved in the case study.

The methodology defines detectability for each failure mode to
assess the users’ capability of recognizing a specific failure. The main-
tenance personnel are involved at this stage because of their expertise
in fault diagnosis. Cost and time for the fault detection during the
corrective maintenance activities are not considered in detectability,
because they already play a role in the prioritization logic via the
severity level. The detectability definition combines the availability of
devices to detect the failure, the time for the user to get the diagnosis,
the possibility for inspection, the availability of warning signals. All the
combinations of these 4 elements are the antecedents of the conclusive
score, where the conclusion is the detectability level, built by the pool
of the six subject matter experts. An extraction of this rule-based logic
is reported in Table 4 (note that ‘‘Time’’ values are 1 if time for the
inspection can be measured in seconds, 3 if in minutes, 5 if in hours, 7
if in days). The values have been obtained after a focus group with the
three subject matter expertise in HUMVEE (cf. Table 1).

As a final stage for the FMECA analysis, high-risk priority numbers
RPN = S ⋅ O ⋅ D highlight the most critical failure modes of the system.

The failure modes with the highest RPN value represent the input
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values for the FTA, which is used to further extend the overall picture
offered by the FMECA. Please note that a complete list of these results
is omitted in order not to violate data confidentiality and data sharing
policies.

3.2. Detailed component analysis: stochastic human integrated FTA

The FTA has been used to provide insights into the effects of
components’ failures that threaten system’s functionality. The method-
ology extends the applicability of the FTA into a human integrated
FTA to account for human related issues and unexpected combinations
of performance variability within a probabilistic simulated reliability
model.

The third step of the methodology introduces dynamic ports to
the traditional FTA, to consider sequence, functional, and priority
dependencies. Dynamic ports are introduced to handle states or time
dependencies, (e.g.): a PAND (Priority AND) gate represents the situa-
tion of an output event occurring if its input events occur in a specific
sequence; a SEQ (Sequence enforcing) gate models the situation in which
the output event occurs if all events occur in a specific sequence; a
SPARE (Standby or spare) gate represents the situation in which the
output event occurs if the number of spares is less than required; lastly
a FDEP (Functional Dependency) gate represents a situation for a trigger
event forcing a dependent event [34].

The fourth step of the methodology introduces Monte Carlo simula-
tion to enrich the FTA model via probabilistic distribution of compo-
nents’ reliability. The introduction of Monte Carlo simulation requires
the definition of probability distribution for each failure rate. This
activity depends on the availability of historical data for the specific
factor, or at least the component’s similarity with other items, even
considering handbooks. More specifically, this step has been conceived
as follows:

– No data sample: handbooks provide the failure rate analytical
expression of the component considering physical variables. For
each expression, the most significant factors are identified in the
specific system and intended mission. Considering the expected
characteristics of the mission, the significant parameters are set
to address the probability distribution of the contributing factors,
identifying the historical lower value, higher value, and mode,
leading to a triangular probability distribution.

– Limited data sample: the failure rate is assumed with a triangu-
lar probability distribution, whose mean 𝜇 and standard deviation
𝜎 can be expressed as follows:

𝜇 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐
3

𝜎 =
√ (𝑎2 + 𝑏2 + 𝑐2) − (𝑎𝑏 + 𝑎𝑐 + 𝑏𝑐)

18
where 𝑎 = minimum value, 𝑏 = maximum value, 𝑐 = mode. This
distribution is used to reduce the extent of necessary assumptions.
It is worth noticing the adoption of triangular distributions to
reduce the number of assumptions requested for the analysis, pro-
viding at the same time something that could be easily interpreted
by the personnel involved in the maintenance tasks [61].

– Large data sample: inductive inference returns the probabil-
ity distribution for failure rate by traditional distribution fitting
methods based on estimators such as the Akaike Information
Criterion, AIC [62].

When referring to Monte Carlo simulation, it should be discussed the
definition of the number of iterations for each simulation. Too few
iterations may lead to inadequate accuracy and confidence, too many
iterations require long computational overload and a long time to get
6

Fig. 2. A generic FRAM function.

the results. The concept of pivotal quantity is applied to calculate the
𝑛 minimal value of iterations [63]:
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where 𝛿 is the desired accuracy level (whether the confidence interval
contains the true population), 𝝓 is the probability distribution, 𝛼 is the
equired confidence level (the percentage of all samples that can be
xpected to include the true population), 𝜎 is the standard deviation of
he simulated parameter. Since many reliability values are necessary in
he FTA calculation, a conservative approach suggests to set the number
f model iterations as for the most critical components [64].

The fifth step of the methodology integrates human reliability in
he techno-centric FTA developed so far, with a two sub-steps process.
tage 1 aims to identify human activities that should be modelled
s FTA blocks, studying actions and tasks related to operations. This
tage is performed using the Functional Resonance Analysis Method
FRAM) [65], a promising method from resilience engineering [66]
hat overcomes the limits of traditional linearism via a functional-based
pproach. The FRAM is a method capable of unveiling key functions
n socio-technical systems [67] and it has been successfully used in
ombination with other methods to model the functional properties of
system [57].

FRAM deconstructs the system in terms of the functions that agents
onduct. The system is modelled via the functions performed by tech-
ological units, humans or organizations; each function is analysed to
nderstand and represent how its output inference to all the other
unctions, in terms of six aspects, put at the corner of an hexagon
Fig. 2):

– Input. Whatever starts the function or is transformed to produce
the output.

– Precondition. Condition that must be fulfilled before a function
can be conducted.

– Time. Temporal conditions that affect how the function is con-
ducted.

– Control. Whatever supervises or regulates the function.
– Resource. Whatever is needed or consumed by the function.

onsidering the proposed reliability model, the FRAM introduces the
oncept that a failure mode happens as a combined interaction of
ariable functional outputs. In other terms, FRAM emphasizes the iden-
ification of how a system adapts to variations and disturbances, thus
nvestigating normal work. By integrating FRAM with other traditional
ethods (such as FTA, or used as a basis for SPAR-H), this methodology

ims to gain insights into not only potential failure pathways but also
he system’s ability to adapt in the face of these failures.

The FRAM analysis of the system produces a model of connected
unctions. The FRAM model is here restricted to the conditions affect-
ng the critical failure mode. This is a preliminary step to integrate
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Fig. 3. SPAR-H influencing factors for the determination of reliability in human functions.
the human aspect into the traditional FTA. Once the methodology
points out which human functions contribute to system’s reliability,
an HRA approach is used to model performance shaping factors. One
should note that the FRAM could be even substituted with another
functional approach, such as a Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA), or
other techniques within human factors engineering [68].

The Standardized Plant Analysis Risk Human Reliability Assess-
ment (SPAR-H) [50,69] recognizes eight performance shaping factors
(PFS) that influence the human performance. These factors are com-
bined to properly quantify the human error probability (HEP), that
in the methodology is the reliability value for the human function
(Fig. 3). Even though, initially designed for the nuclear industry, SPAR-
H demonstrated adaptability to a range of high-risk domains, including
aviation, healthcare, and process industries. Its flexibility makes it a
versatile tool that can be applied to diverse contexts, emphasizing the
transferability of its principles. In particular, it has been selected as it
remains easy-to-use, and versatile enough to recognize the influence of
task complexity and contextual factors on human performance [70,71].
By considering such factors explicitly, the technique provides a nuanced
understanding of how human reliability varies across different tasks
and operational contexts, making it applicable to high-risk and dynamic
work environments [72–74].

The reliability calculation requires the analysis of the PSFs level for
each function, in line with Table 5 [50]. The formula to calculate each
HEP is:

𝐻𝐸𝑃 =
𝑁𝐻𝐸𝑃 ⋅ 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑂𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐸

𝑁𝐻𝐸𝑃 ⋅
(

𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑂𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐸 − 1
)

+ 1

where 𝑁𝐻𝐸𝑃 is the nominal HEP: 𝑁𝐻𝐸𝑃 equals 0.01 for diagnosis,
and 𝑁𝐻𝐸𝑃 equals 0.001 for action. 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑂𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐸 is the product of
multipliers from the selected level of PSF. The methodology uses HEP
values for the reliability of human functions.

The last step of the methodology is the development of the inte-
grated fault tree, combining the produced technical and human models,
via a Monte Carlo simulation. A step-by-step clarification is illustrated
in the proposed case studied.

4. Case study

A High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV, also
called HUMVEE), is a technical automotive system used mainly in
military scenarios. Military missions are usually highly demanding
and exposed to tough operating conditions requiring thus a vehicle
capable of bringing people and materials on different and impracticable
terrains, ensuring crew protection, high mobility, and responsiveness to
abrupt manoeuvres. The major HUMVEE features refer to the heavy
weight of the vehicle to increase chassis survivability, the presence
7

Table 5
Levels for performance shaping factors in SPAR-H.
Source: Adapted from [50].

PSF PSF Levels Multipliers

Available time

Inadequate time P(failure) = 1.0
Time available = time required 10
Nominal time 1
Time available ≥ 5 × time required .1
Time available > 50 × time required 0.01

Stress/Stressors Extreme 5
High 2
Nominal 1

Complexity Highly complex 5
Moderately complex 2
Nominal 1

Experience/Training Low 3
Nominal 1
High 0.5

Procedures
Not available 50
Incomplete 20
Available, but poor 5
Nominal 1

Ergonomics/HMI
Missing/Misleading 50
Poor 10
Nominal 1
Good 0.5

Fitness for duty Unfit P(failure) = 1.0
Degraded Fitness 5
Nominal 1

Work processes Poor 2
Nominal 1
Good 0.8

of a three-axles drive to achieve a greater load-carrying capacity and
better off-road performance, the off-road access to rough, mountainous,
or sandy terrain. These features make the vehicle highly suitable for
several types of operating conditions, but at the same time, require
a thorough reliability analysis to ensure the feasibility of the system
mission. An exemplar HUMVEE is presented in Fig. 4.

The maintenance activities on the technical system require consid-
ering human contribution beyond the drivers’ conduct. When dealing
with a HUMVEE, the vehicle availability depends on planned and
unplanned human interventions like inspection, cleaning, tuning, and
sometimes repair or part replacement. These maintenance activities
could be done in different moments (even during the mission), shifting
respectively the responsibility level: on the user (if performed during
mission), or on the maintenance personnel (if performed in the military
technical maintenance centre), or on the constructor (if performed in
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Table 6
Simulated scenarios.

Scenario Description Major impacts on parameters

S1 Thermal stress of the system, considering a wide range of the
ambient temperature, e.g., studying the system behaviour from
night and winter mission to daytime and summer mission

O-rings seal (𝐶T) Electric engine (𝛼𝐵 , 𝛼𝑊 )

S2 Wide range of shock condition, from uniform load to moderate,
heavy, and extreme shock (e.g., for different ground surfaces)

Internal drivers (𝐶SF) Human reliability (range of stress level)

S3 Long mission Internal drivers (𝐶SF) Human reliability (extremely high stress level)
S4 Combat conditions Human reliability (extreme stress level, little available time)
c

t
s
t
a

C
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t
Fig. 4. Simplified graphical representation of an HUMVEE.

the producing company assistance centre). On these premises, the next
sections detail the application of the proposed methodology to a real
HUMVEE with specific focus on human activities performed during a
mission by the user themselves. The methodology would remain valid
to include other maintenance interventions, extending the respective
analyses accordingly. Note that punctual numerical data have been
manipulated in order not to break the intellectual property of the
company involved in the study.

The FMECA requires the vehicle analysis starting with a priority
focus, using the Pareto analysis of historical maintenance works, from
a database of over 3000 historical maintenance interventions recorded
in a three-year period. Fig. 5 shows the Pareto analysis, presented in
relative terms.

This Pareto analysis requires a cut-off value for the percentage of
cumulative interventions to be considered: three vehicle systems are
responsible to explain the requested features on the system (explain-
ing over 60% of the entire maintenance intervention): the suspension
system, the fuel system, and the electrical system.

Each one of them require a technical decomposition into its respec-
tive subsystems: the decomposition identifies 23 relevant subsystems.
Every subsystem requires a further failure analysis, with the definition
of its mission, a list of failure modes, and the related cause and effect
to feed the FMECA. A total of 48 failure modes completes the FMECA,
since the subsystems analysis includes from 1 to 6 failure modes for
each subsystem, depending on recorded historic interventions.

The criticality assessment requires performing the severity, occur-
rence, and detectability assessments, as shown respectively in Tables 1,
2 and 3. Note that, with respect to Table 2, the Tcutoff has been set
s follows: repair within an hour (simple diagnosis, spare parts in
tock), repair within 8 h (difficulty of diagnosis, spare parts in stock),
epair within the week (difficulty of diagnosis, spare parts not in stock),
epair within the month (vehicle to be sent to the manufacturer). From
8

the calculation, the most critical failure mode using the S ⋅ O ⋅ D
omparison is the failure of the fuel electric pump.

The Stochastic Human Integrated Fault Tree Analysis starts from
his evidence. Firstly, a techno-centric reliability model outlines the
pecific subsystem (the fuel electric pump) and its failure mode, using
raditional and dynamic logic ports. Fig. 6 presents the FTA model at
high abstraction level.

Once developed the FTA structure, Step 4 introduces the Monte
arlo simulation. Failure rates and probability distributions are defined

n line with the respective methodological step. The reliability focus
or the HUMVEE under examination has been considered in peculiar
cenarios, reflecting severe conditions affecting the mission.

Technical devices and human behaviour are thus considered in a
ombat setting, during night activities, in high/low temperature, with
rolonged service duration, over a rough terrain. Table 6 details four
perating scenarios, and the majorly impacted parameters.

Then, the methodology continues defining the probability distribu-
ion functions for each element, reflecting on the respective availability
f data.

More specifically, no historical data is available for the internal
rivers. In this case, a handbook of mechanical reliability [75] provides
he failure rate analytical expression of the component as 𝜆FD = 𝜆FD,B ⋅
CPF ⋅ CPS ⋅ CC ⋅ CSF.

More specifically, 𝜆FD,B is the basic failure rate: 𝜆FD,B = 0.20
considering the pump technical characteristics (Fig. 6-a).

CPF is the multiplying factor set by the ratio of actual operating
pump flow Q and the specified maximum pump flow 𝑄𝑟 (Fig. 6-b). In
the identified scenarios, the probability distribution of the 𝜆FD mostly
depends on the pump’s capacity. According to the methodological steps
defined in Section 3.2, a triangular probability distribution for CPF is
set in a [0.7; 1.0; 2.5] range, from a [0.8–1.2] range of Q/Q𝑟.

CPS is the pump speed multiplying factor set by the ratio of the
operating speed 𝑉𝑂 and the maximum allowable design speed 𝑉𝐷
(Fig. 6-c): a conservative approach suggests setting 𝑉𝑂 / V𝐷 = 1. This
assumption is anyway coherent with the generic mission requirements
where full speed might be required.

CC is the multiplying factor for fluid contaminants and handbook
suggests CC = 0.6 + 0.05 ⋅ 𝐹𝐴𝐶 ; The constructor assumes 𝐹𝐴𝐶 = 10𝜇,
thus CC = 1.1. CSF is the multiplying factor depending on the duration
service of the component. In scenario S1 and S4 the HUMVEE exceeds
3 h a day, in scenario S2 a discrete uniform probability of values {1,
1.25, 1.50, 1.75} represents the wide range of shock levels, in scenario
S3 the value 1.50 considers a mission over 10 h (Fig. 7-d). Table 7
shows the probability distribution of the 𝜆FD for scenario S1 and S4.

A limited data sample was available for the O-rings, but since they
are common components, some respective statistics are available from
the constructor. The failure rate of an O-ring between mechanical
elements can be calculated [75]: 𝜆 = 𝜆0 ⋅CP ⋅CQ ⋅CDL ⋅CH ⋅CF ⋅CV ⋅CT ⋅CN,
where every 𝐶-term considers specific operative conditions (CP for
pressure, CQ for allowable leakage, CDL and CH and CF for dimensions,
CV for fluid viscosity, 𝐶T for temperature, 𝐶N for contaminations).

The scenario S1 identifies in CT the contributing factor of greatest
relevance. Historic data report the difference between the TR reference
temperature and TO operative temperature occasionally reach the -20◦F
during night and winter missions, and +20◦F values in elevated temper-
ature conditions. These values represent the range for S1. Consequently,
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Fig. 5. Pareto analysis of interventions by vehicle systems.
Fig. 6. Techno-centric reliability model for the fuel supply failure.
w

a triangular probability distribution of CT is defined by a=0.46, b=1.00,
=2.16 (Fig. 8). The calculated probability distribution of 𝜆 for dynamic
ings and for static rings are provided in Table 7.

The electric engine belongs to motors with power ratings below one
orsepower and its failure rate model is dictated by two failure modes,
earing failures and winding failures [76]:

𝑝 =
[

𝑡2 + 1
]

⋅ 106 Failures∕106 h

𝛼𝐵3 𝛼𝑊

9

𝛼𝐵 =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

10
(

2.534− 2357
𝑇𝐴+273

)

+ 1

10
(

20− 4500
𝑇𝐴+273

)

+ 300

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

−1

𝛼𝑊 = 10
(

2357
𝑇𝐴+273−1.83

)

here 𝛼𝐵 is Weibull characteristic life for the motor bearing, 𝛼𝑊 is
Weibull characteristic life for the motor windings, 𝑇𝐴 is the ambient
temperature (◦C), 𝑡 is the operating time. The scenario S1 encompasses
a wide temperature range: between 0 ◦C and 48 ◦C, with an expected
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Fig. 7. Example of failure rate from handbook: 𝜆FD.
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Fig. 8. Operative temperature range and CT values for scenario S1.

value of 22 ◦C. Temperature affects the 𝛼𝐵 and the 𝛼𝑊 coefficients
and leads to a triangular distribution for the failure rate 𝜆𝑝 (Table 7).
A similar analysis leads to the probability distribution referred to
welding, and wirings of Table 7. Since also in this case, only a limited
data sample was available, the adoption of a triangular distribution is
preferred to a distribution fitting method.
 a

10
The number of Monte Carlo simulation is set to 5000, to reach a
minimum value of the desired accuracy level 𝛿 = 0.5, the required
confidence level 𝛼 = 95%.

Then, it is expected to extend the techno-centric dimension towards
n assessment of human actions. In line with the methodological steps
efined in Section 3.2, the SPAR-H method is adopted in combination
ith FRAM. More specifically, a model of the human activities is de-
eloped using FRAM, with the results depicted in Fig. 9. Information to
evelop the FRAM model has been obtained interviewing maintenance
ersonnel and users to highlight several types of functions. Since the
ost critical failure mode concerns the fuel electric pump failure, the

RAM modelling focuses on the operating activities to check, recognize,
nticipate, and respond to the fuel electric pump failure, as expected by
sage procedure.

The first background function (background source) refers to mis-
ion’s planning and feeds the actual start of the mission and the
rocedural tests and power on. It activates further an availability
equest for the HUMVEE and the planned usage of the fuel electric
ump. Other background functions consider the outputs of the mission,
hich could be aborted or continued.

Some human functions are marked ‘‘out of scope’’, since they are
resent in the procedure, but not specifically linked with the failure
ode (e.g., to evaluate the fuel level). Other functions are technical el-

ments already included in the FTA (red hexagons) or human activities
o add in the reliability assessment (blue hexagons) (cfr. Fig. 9).

From this modelling, the SPAR-H step application for the human
unctions within the scope is numerically summarized in Table 8. As
etailed in the SPAR-H methodology, there is a difference between

ction failure probability and diagnosis failure probability for the NHEP
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Table 7
Examples of probability distributions of failure rate in the Monte Carlo simulation.
value. The results are the human error probabilities (HEPs) to put
inside the Stochastic Human Integrated Fault Tree Analysis. The five
functions should be considered in an OR gate condition for human
error probability calculation because each of those functions’ failure
represents a potential minimal cut set. Human error here refers to a
task that is not performed as for the expectations by a human operator.

The simulation of human reliability remains of interest in scenarios
S2, S3, and S4. The range of shock levels changes not only the reliability
of internal drivers but also the value of the PSF ‘‘Stress/Stressors’’. The
11
stress level was increased from ‘‘nominal’’ to ‘‘high’’ if shock levels
are heavy or extreme. In scenario S3, stress levels are always ‘‘high’’,
and in scenario S4, stress levels are always ‘‘Extreme’’: these scenarios
impact all the 𝑃𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃𝑂𝑆𝐼𝑇𝐸 values and consequently the human
intervention failure probabilities.

The four scenarios were assessed in terms of conditional what-
if settings for system’s reliability, whose Monte Carlo based results
are shown in Fig. 10. This latter proves that the system remains
quite reliable considering external possible perturbations (low/high
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i

Fig. 9. FRAM model of the human-technical intervention for the HUMVEE critical failure mode. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
s referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Monte Carlo simulation results: system reliability.
Table 8
Levels for performance shaping factors in SPAR-H.

Function NHEP (Action or Diagnosis) PSFcomposite HEP

To recognize electric pump malfunction Diagnosis 0.01 1 ⋅2 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅1 = 1 0.01
To deactivate switch #4 Action 0.001 1 ⋅2 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅1 = 0.5 0.00050025
To activate backup pump switch Action 0.001 1 ⋅2 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅1 = 0.5 0.00050025
To check backup pump indicator Action 0.001 1 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅1 = 0.5 0.000250188
To re-start the vehicle Action 0.001 0.1 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅2 ⋅1 ⋅0.5 ⋅1 ⋅1 = 0.1 0,00010009
temperature, tough ground surfaces) and stressful situations (long mis-
sion, combat). Indeed each probability distribution is presenting the
expected system reliability states, as obtained from the Monte Carlo
simulation, in the conditions being examined. The higher the mean
value of the distribution, the higher the reliability, especially if paired
with a lower variance. In this context, Scenario S4 shows the largest
weakness, having the lowest mean value (the one distribution centred
more on the left side of the x-axis). However, even in this scenario, it
12
might be expected that human operators will be capable of respond-
ing to emergencies, if there would be a reasonable time available to
perform the task. For example, it could be worth developing here
an alternative leaner procedure to further shorten the operational
time required. The integration of FRAM with FTA supports a more
comprehensive understanding of system safety, fostering a culture that
values not only the identification (beyond blame) of failure modes but
also the understanding of how the system adapts to ensure continued
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operations. Anyway, the reliability of the system in scenario S4 remains
still high, and satisfactory for the system at hand.

If this should have not been the case, it could have been possible to
restart analysing the fault propagation, and verifying possible changes
to the technical factors, or to the PSF affecting human performance.

5. Discussion

The methodology proposed in this paper supports systemic reliabil-
ity management for systems encompassing both technical and human
elements. The results pointed out to system’s criticalities from an
integrated analysis perspective and supported the development of what-
if scenarios through which, it is possible to model potential system
performance and to gain wider understanding of reliability issues.

On one hand, the extension of FMECA with FTA is a topic largely
debated in previous literature (cf. Section 2). On the other hand, FTA
is here proved to be compatible with human factor modelling, as
exploited through the proposed integration with SPAR-H. In this sense,
the calculation of human error rate can be straightforwardly linked to
a failure probability for dedicated events mapped in a FTA, or even in
a DFTA, if dynamicity is added to the system’s model. In our approach,
uncertainty and dynamics are modelled via the usage of Monte Carlo
simulations. Nonetheless, when using SPAR-H, it becomes necessary
to identify what are the tasks that require in-depth investigations.
At this stage, the proposed methodology avails of FRAM to capture
the complexity of the performed functions and activities. FRAM is
normally used for socio-technical systems, but it does not have a built-
in integration with reliability data. The proposed combination instead
creates novel staging areas for complementing human error methods
with modern resilience engineering tools [66]. Currently, the proposed
methodology acknowledges FRAM to be used for mapping system
functions, to be then explored via the SPAR-H taxonomy. Nonetheless,
this choice generates other viable possibilities of analysis creating room
for non-linear interactions at different man-machine scales. This last
development is out of scope for this paper, but it may represent a path
for future research. We believe that this combination evolves from other
approaches such as CREAM (Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis
Method, a precursor of the FRAM) [77], and while effective, might
not offer the same level of integration between system functions and
human actions, as critically discussed also with reference to the Gaylean
simplification of the performance shaping factors [78].

While the proposed methodology provides a holistic picture for
systemic management of reliability, it could be also integrated with
additional data sources, such as sensors placed on the system itself.
The possibility to gather data from the field to feed machine learning
algorithms remains indeed a viable solution to improve the probability
estimations currently based on experts or scarce data [79]. This is an
open research dimension, but it could be particularly helpful especially
for rare events estimation [80]. In this specific regard, the translation
of the DFTA into a Bayesian Network may become necessary to model
more complex structures and relationships among variables. It has been
demonstrated [81] that any fault tree can be automatically transformed
into its corresponding Bayesian network, by creating binary Bayesian
representation for each event in the fault tree. The usage of field data
and expert judgements can be ascribed to prior/posterior probabilities
and thus allows an effective modelling of joint technical-human aspects
[82].

Other observations can be added about the limitations of the current
FMECA usage. For example, the proposed rule system at the basis of the
FMECA could be enlarged with other artificial intelligence approaches
[83]. This opens the path to the need for a comparison and validation of
different techniques, possibly through evidence-based assessments, and
application feasibility tested with practitioners, in form of workshops
and hands-on tutorials. About the rule-based logic suggested for the
FMECA, it should be noted that the proposed approach prioritizes
mission success over maintenance costs. This concept remains valid for
13
high-reliability settings, as a war or peacekeeping scenario proposed in
the case study. In this sense, mission’s importance acquires a higher
priority than time to repair or repair costs. Of course, the methodology
can easily fit other functional priorities, adapting the rule-based logic
to deal with the peculiar features of the system at hand.

6. Conclusion

In line with the research question of this paper, the proposed
methodology follows a pragmatic research dimension to be applica-
ble primarily in systems with strict reliability performance. Even if
referring to the same basis of system properties, the proposed cum-
bersome elaboration of several methods (FMECA, FTA, SPAR-H) is
expected to be beneficial for the revelation of potential deficiencies
in system design. The bottom-up FMECA prioritizes failure modes that
are then explored from a top-down perspective offered by the FTA.
This latter is then complemented with a human reliability analysis
where a deconstructed functional description of work via FRAM is
used to reduce over-simplistic assessments in the taxonomy of SPAR-
H. The evidence from the case study in a military HUMVEE confirms
the relevance of the proposed approach. While a quantitative approach
for reliability management offers numerous advantage in terms of
supported decision-making, and resource allocation for maintenance
operations, the availability or the quality of data remains a puzzling
item. The integration of human and organizational factors remains
limited. In this case study, indeed, the integration just resembles a
limited, fairly simple, procedure. Larger organizational context, balanc-
ing maintenance management at large, tactics, strategies, and human
resource management may not be equally described by the proposed
approach. These challenges call for wider interdisciplinary collabora-
tion to leverage diverse expertise (reliability analysts, data scientists,
human factors experts) into a unique assessment, possibly pairing the
quantitative assessment with larger qualitative scores [84].

Open endeavours remain, as the ones that could emerge adopt-
ing a different paradigm view for technical-human systems, or more
sophisticated analytical calculation. These research directions remain
relevant especially in case of human tasks that span over different
layers, (e.g.) including team maintenance interventions, coordination
for organizational tasks on logistics and training. In these cases, when
the complexity of human actions exceeds the execution of an individual
task (as for the proposed case study), the need for a systemic approach
should be prioritized as a foundation for any reliability assessment. We
believe integrated man-machine-organizational assessment are indeed
necessary to deal with large scale system lifecycles.
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